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Silver was not a minted currency, 
yet by 1450 had become the money for larger transactions

=> Demand clearly high

Yet Silver mining is represented as negligible in the official
records
=> No development despite demand?

=> Effective restriction?
=> Systematic obfuscation?

The problem



Why we know so little

Scarcity of specific sources
Ming period (1368-1644)
All snippets in all records: ca. 1 printed page

names (mostly in late Ming private writings): 6
mines in Yunnan (according to an 18th century author): 23

Qing period (1644-1911)
All texts in records: ca. 10 pages

Names in tax records: 43
Known major mines: ca 50

But: Names of historic mines in Yunnan recorded 1949: 147



Silver outputs
reconstructed from
occasional tax reports
Quan Hansheng 1976:
Reconstruction of annual outputs empirewide based on tax records
Ming: 14 t/a (total ca. 3800 t)
Qing: 17 t/a (total ca. 4500 t)

Top recorded tax revenues for specific mines
Gejiu 1707: 36,614 liang = 1.4 tonnes
Lema ca. 1750: 42,532 liang = 1.6 tonnes
Annual outputs at the official tax rate of 18%: 7 to 9 tonnes

Estimated total domestic outputs in the literature: 2,600 t



Joint project with Yang Yuda (Fudan University, Shanghai)

Focus on individual mining sites in the southwest and 
adjoining borderlands of China, Myanmar and Vietnam

New materials: industrial records on re-exploitation
and fieldwork on remains on site

Some 50 major mines identified
Fieldwork on 31 sites of major mines, 3 lesser mines

An approach that taps new sources





Fieldwork

The main mining slope of the
Lema Mines 乐马厂: 

A ruptured limestone cone

A mining gallery, 
Shiyang Mines 石羊厂



Slag dumps

The Mingguang 明光 Mines in Tengchong





Oral
Histories and
local
knowledge

Informants at Laochang, 
Gengma; Fulong, Lanping
and Dashuigou, Shuangbai



Remains

Mr. Peng at a grave, Malong Mines 马龙厂
Temple site and cupellation hearth, 

Shiyang Mines 石羊厂



Reconstruction of outputs on the basis of slags, lead content, and 
silver yields

Mine Period of intensive 
exploitation

Slag volume 
(tons)

Estimated output
(tons)

Bawdwin/Bolong波竜 Ca. 1400 – ca. 1860 300,000 3000-5000

Munai 募迺 Ca. 1400 – ca. 1800 500,000 2500

Kuangshan 礦山 Ca. 1550(?) – ca. 
1850 1,300,000 2000

Maolong 茂隆 Ca. 1550(?) - ca. 
1800

1,176,165
(?) 1500-2500

Fulong 富隆 Ca. 1800-1850 130,000 250-300

Reconstruction of total outputs based on slags
The 5 best documented mines



Total silver outputs reconstructed
on the basis of material remains and
the comparative study of sites

• Ca. 150 mines worked in the late imperial southwest

=> Of these some 50 were similar or larger than the Fulong Mines
that produced 250-300 tons of silver

=> Of these 9-12 were on the scale of the 4 very important mines (1000-3000 
tons)

Conservative output estimate of 47 visited and/or documented sites: 

30,000 tons



shows that the demand for silver did lead to a 
considerable, continuous and expanding
exploitation of silver deposits in the southwest of
China (and the borderlands beyond)
⇒ Development corresponding to demand

=> Effective restriction? Not apparent in the
southwest, but probable in the old mining regions
of China proper
=> Systematic obfuscation!

The reconstruction based on remains 



Not a matter of tax evasion/corruption/illicit activity
but a structural phenomenon

The divergence between the scope of  mining reflected in 
the official records and 
our reconstruction based on remains requires explanation

Output reconstructions of Chinese-operated silver mines during 
the Qing period, 1644-1850 (tons)

Average annual
output
empirewide

Average annual
output of Yunnan 
province

Average annual output of
the southwest & 
borderlands

Quan Hansheng 17 13
Yunnan province, 
tax records 13

Yang & Kim 50 100



Obfuscation involves:
• Systematic under-

representation in the official
records

• Avoidance in private writings

=> Mentalities
=> Administrative structures

The prefect of Zhaotong 昭通知府
in official winter outfit, photo ca. 1900.



(1) The 
borderland
mines

for obvious reasons
rarely appear in the
records



人睹其利，予睹其害。
夫礦開則人聚，人聚則食廣。
雲南有限之谷，其能飼此不耕之人乎！
(倪蜕 Ni Shui, early 18th cent., quoting an early 16th cent. official)

People see profit; I see calamity.
For when mines are opened, people congregate, 
and where people congregate, they consume food far and wide.
Yunnan, with its limited grain cannot feed these people who do 
not work the land!

(2) The purist Confucian stance:
Agrarianism



Confucian
agrarianism

(3) Administrative realities

• Condoning mining as
an occupation of the
landless poor

• Presenting mines as
necessary (esp. iron
and copper)

• Presenting mines as
small-time 
exploitations by local
villagers



Avoidance in the official records

A keyword search for mining-related terms in the veritable 
records (實錄), essays on statecraft (經世文), and 
searchable private writings (筆記) produces:

Under 100 entries for the Ming (1368-1644)
Over 400 entries for the Qing (1644-1911)

Over 80% of the entries are concerned with social 
problems caused by miners 礦徒 or with measures to 

control them.



Layered administrative structures

Fully official and centrally regulated structures: Minimal 
and hyper-stable representation, minimised tax revenue
reported and forwarded

Customary regulations and practices on the local level: 
public and recorded locally but carefully kept out of fully
official communications

=>Systematic obfuscation



Reconstructed silver flows out of
the southwest: 
30,000 tons

Most of the silver entered the
Chinese monetary market, which is
still largely a black box.

Many aspects of administrative 
and economic realities in late
imperial China were kept off  the
records.

Conclusion



For more on the silver mines in the Chinese Southwest and the borderlands:

http://www.zo.uni-heidelberg.de/sinologie/research/epm/

Thank you!
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